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What  is
G.A.U.C.S.?

Who should
use it? 

Gaucs is a method that uses an objective approach to the work 
made by a union dog-man named “Unità Cinofila”.
This method represents an useful tool involved as:

• A personal control
• A methodological tool for instructors and trainers
• An evalutated response in time for judges and examiners
• A working monitoring tool uses to have undercoontrol 
 the work done by the teams that covers the area
• An important method for testing and certificating

Gaucs is avaible for voluntary groups, police and all the institu-
tions that involve dogs as a necessary help to find out missing 
people.
It is useful to acquire a working method aimed to improving the 
working reliability in knowing the covering area, about the effi-
ciency of the research made, as a training system .
In Italy, the problem of missing people is constantly evolving but 
also constantly monitored.
The same institutions that manage the research, relating to that 
aspect of traceability,  are adressed to the use of satellite tech-
nology to verify the trace made by the equipe involved in the 
research.
It is important to underline as this  increase in reliability  helps 
to solve in a shorter time the emergency; the numbers detected 
are important, especially because we are talking about human 
lives,people who could be our relatives.

Now are shown the  alarming data transmitted by the Italian In-
terior Minister:

From: xii relazione persone scomparse 2014 
del commissario straordinario per le persone scomparse
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Missing people 2012 2013 2014

Complaints of missing people from 1974 120.791 133989 149.036

Findings from 1974 94.170 104.784 119.802

People to research  from 1974, yet 26.801 29.205 29.234

The Increase of complaints of missing people 10.684 13.198 15.047

Increase of findings 9.515 10.074 15.018

Increase of people yet to research 1.889 2.404 29
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Why does 
you should 

use it?

What does
make it

different?

Thanks to the method Gaucs and its relating applications and kit, 
you can record and store all the data collected during its use and, 
through regular analysis of the work done, you can identify all 
the improvements made in tha training  out of the subjectiving 
critic possibily made by the handler or by the instructor.
The basic prerogative of gaucs is to link the objectivity to its abi-
lity to review what you has done.
This, in the review operations helps judges and evaluators to va-
lidate the actual preparation of the Dog Units ( distance, covera-
ge of the area, motivation, training, etc ... ) , based on  data  that 
result to be less objectionable and therefore more objectives.
The key issue is the aspect of the traceability of the work made 
that allows you to review what was happened in the  real resear-
ch, so ,it makes possible  to highlight the areas already analysed 
as well as those that may be re-verify.

Gaucs is a method of work analyse adapted to be an additional 
help to the handler of the Dog Units, rescue dogs at first but 
also useful for funny or sports for example in the cone of smell 
method or for Mantrailing.

Using this technological tool allow you:

• To analyze the work done by  the conductor, the instructor  
 and by judges or evaluators ; 
•  To control the work done by the technical departments
•  Verify and analyze the  work straight during the real research. 

Finally,  method Gaucs used for verification and analysis of the 
resulting data, has been patented in Italy and has already met 
a positive judgement as an international filing by the European 
Commission Evaluative EPO (European Patent Office).
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For more
information

Fabio Giacomelli
Cell: +39 348 6602768
e-mail: fabio.giacomelli@gaucs.com
www.gaucs.com




